Contribution to the study of kinetic of drying couscous for urban marketing
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ABSTRACT

The combined effects of the devaluation of the CFA franc in 1992, the food crisis of 2008 and the strong demand for grain products developed urban dwellers have proven to be a necessity of development of grain products manufacturing units marketable and storable without any risk of alteration for cereal craftsmen. This contribution conducted at 40 ° C and 55 ° C with air speeds of 1m / s 2m / s and 3m / s is in the kinetic study of a technological process couscous drying to determine the optimum conditions of the process of dehydration. She found that the drying kinetics of couscous takes place in three phases; indicating that couscous is rich in water and that it can be stored at room temperature unless it is dried. Henceforth it is imperative to have a good knowledge and mastery of these three phases that impact on product quality. This study showed that the experiments performed at a speed of air 3m / s at 40 ° C temperatures and 55 ° C, show a brown coloration due to Maillard reactions. We see that the browning phenomena are more pronounced at the speed of 3m / s and 55 ° C. It is found that the slow drying is better suited to the quick dry couscous. In addition to further drying the air velocity of 1m / s correlated with the temperature of 40 ° C is the most suitable as well as good monitoring of the evolution of the temperature during the drying phase warm up for a good product.
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INTRODUCTION

Cereals are the main food of Senegalese farmers who account for over 60% of the national population. Since the devaluation of the CFA franc in 1992 and the 2008 food crisis, there is a strong demand for cereal products in urban areas especially the couscous. This sudden resurgence of interest in this once neglected product is due to the reduced purchasing power of citizens and the soaring prices of imported food products. To meet this significant demand, several industry and national artisans have developed couscous production units able to be marketed in urban areas as well as imported products. The fresh couscous is a very perishable product (Krischer O et al., 1963). It must therefore be consumed rapidly or be dried. (Dascalescu A, 1969 and Mafart P,1991)

Drying couscous made handcrafted product causes a undesirable color which is a limiting factor for marketing a fortiorti for export. This is explained by the non-mastery of drying parameters. This paper aims to study the drying kinetics couscous to determine the optimal conditions of dehydration of the product (Bimbenet JJ, 1984 ; Bimbenet JJ, 2002 and Cheftel JC et al., 1977)

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Experimental dryer

We have been operated in a horizontal dryer with a measuring equipment of the different parameters, a heating system by electric resistor, a fan which draws air and pulse on the heating resistors and then the product dry. Several probes placed at different locations are used
to measure the temperature of the air before and after the product to be dried. (Figure 1). By varying the openings of aspiration of cool air, it controls the flow and the temperature of the drying air during the whole duration of the operation. The product to be dried is placed in a box with a frame made of wood and the side surfaces not tightly woven fabrics. This support allows a good flow of air through the product and hence good drying conditions. A temperature sensor placed the product of the geometric center can monitor the critical temperature of dry couscous. An anemometer placed at the outlet of the dryer to measure the speed of drying air and thus to know the flow rate of the fan knowing the section of the dryer. The humidity of the drying air is measured using a hygrometer placed in hair to the suction area of the fan. To follow the mass loss of the product during drying, we carried the weight measurements every 30 minutes using a precision balance 0,001g. The end of drying is achieved when the weight is stable. The water activity (aw) is measured with a device called aw meter. The aw values are taken every 55 minutes.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Drying couscous is studied at 40 ° C and 55 ° C with air speeds of 1m / s 2m / s and 3m / s. Couscous moisture loss is monitored as a function of several parameters.

**Study of the moisture content of couscous versus time.**

To monitor the mass loss of the product during drying, we conducted weight measurement every 10 minutes and every 20 min and 30 min .A the end of the operation the curves obtained at 40 ° C and 55 ° C show three phases:
- The first minutes correspond to the first phase which is couscous warm-up;
- The second phase corresponds to the elimination of most of the water;
- The third stage corresponds to the removal of bound water The curve in Figure 2 shows that the first stage lasts 180min for a total drying 510 min. The second phase lasts 120 min. At the end of drying, the water content of the product stabilizes at 11.5 kg water / kg ms (Ba M, 2008).

**Preparation of product to dry**

The product to be dried (couscous) is prepared in the laboratory with flour obtained from millet seeds hulled millet (souna) ground by conventional mills found in the towns and markets in villages in Senegal (Ba M, 2008). The manufacture of couscous is to wet the flour and then the hand-rolling in order to obtain grains whose dimensions depend on the quality and the desired product. Rolled flour is left open to the air so that the lactic fermentation occurs. The duration of the fermentation depends also on the type of desired product. The rolled and fermented flour is then steamed and the product thus obtained is couscous whose humidity is quite high. It must be consumed quickly or dried if you want to keep it for later use.
Study of the couscous the drying rate as a function of time.

The curves obtained at 40 °C and 55 °C and at 1 drying air velocities, 2 and 3 m/s have the same shape. They also show three distinct phases:

- The first phase characterized by increasing speed;
- the second phase corresponds to a constant rate of drying;
- a third and final phase is characterized by a decreasing rate of drying. The curve in Figure 3 shows that the drying rate of the first phase fast enough and last long.
Temperature plays an important role on the drying time. We note three phases: -The first phase corresponds to the couscous warm-up period; -the second phase at a constant temperature and allows the elimination of free water. -the third couscous where the temperature rises and approaches that of air drying.

(Figure 4) shows that the drying curve at 40 ° C is above that at 55 ° C and their durations are respectively 510 min and 450 min. 3.4. Influence of the air speed on the drying kinetics of couscous:

Increasing the drying air speed does not significantly change the shape of the couscous drying curves. The shape of the curves of Figure 5 shows the influence of the air speed on the drying kinetics. The evolution of the curves to 3m / s to 2m / s reached the stage at 150 min, while the curve at 1m / s reaches the address 30 min.

**Evolution of the water content of the couscous with time:**

The drying couscous highlights curves whose allure has three phases: warm-up, constant speed and decreasing speed (Figure 2). This pace of couscous drying curves is comparable to that obtained by other authors who have worked on the same product (Clergeand, 1997; GRET, 1988; Krokida MK, 2003 and Mafart P, 1991).

The first phase is the product temperature setting and takes time to stabilize. It corresponds to the change in temperature to the equilibrium temperature displayed by the thermometer wet drying air (GRET, 1988) and in which the amount of water removed is negligible. It is not taken into account in the assessment in determining the water lost from the product and its duration depends on the temperature and the drying air (Clergeand, 1997).

The second phase is at a constant speed and moisture eliminated product consists essentially of free water (Krischer O, 1963). This part of the curve is straight and characterizes food products rich in water. During this, the temperature of the product to be dried is constant and corresponds to the wet bulb temperature of the drying air. During this period, the amount of heat transferred by air to the product used exclusively to vaporize the water as couscous lost (Mafart P, 1991). Thus the amount of water removed per unit time is constant and constitutes most of the water removed during drying; it is a period that lasts longer during high temperature drying. The third phase is the drying of the water bound more or less strongly during which the amount of water removed is becoming weaker. Its temperature tends towards that of the drying air and that the product is heated, degrades and undergoes Maillard reactions. Consequently, it must be monitored so that the product temperature does not reach 55 ° C for products where Maillard reactions are undesirable; this is the case couscous. To prevent
Maillard reactions, the product temperature does not reach 55 °C. However, during the drying of certain products other than couscous as organic products including vegetables, several authors (Bimbenet JJ, 1984; Bimbenet JJ, 2003; Dumoulin E, 2002; Lasseran JC, 1972) reported on the appearance of different curves of us where the first two warm-up phases and constant speed do not appear on the curves but only look to the decreasing phase is observable.

**Evolution of the couscous drying speed versus time Couscous**

Drying curves show three phases: the early to critical point (early stage), water that evaporates from the surface of couscous free water. During the warming-up, the speed increases rapidly due to the water vapor pressure gradient between the product and the drying air. The rate of drying during this phase is limited by heat transfer through the boundary layer. The curves appear as a plate (figures 3) the duration of which depends on the air speed and drying temperature. Over the drying air rate, the higher this phase is short and a constant quantity of water is removed per unit time. When the couscous surfaces no longer receive free water, the partial pressure of water vapor at the product surface gradually decreases and the drying rate drops more: This is the third phase. The phenomenon that limits the rate of drying is in fact the transfer of water or steam from the interior to the surface of the couscous. This water is in fact linked to the product of the components and its movement through the dry layer is very slow. This step, characterized by a steady decline in the amount of water lost by the product corresponds to an exponential decrease in the rate of drying. To preserve the organoleptic and nutritional qualities of couscous, this step is well followed and arrested in time.

**Influence of temperature on couscous drying process:**

According to (Bimbenet JJ, 1984), one can find information on the influence of temperature on drying and its interpretation. (Bimbenet JJ, 1984), and (Lasseran JC, 1972) showed that high temperatures have a significant effect on the drying speed where it is observed that the drying is faster compared to low temperatures. These findings are similar to our results. (Lasseran JC, 1972) relate in their work that acceleration

The drying process due to the increase of the air temperature. This is similar to the results of our work and makes the drying temperature to be a very important factor in the drying rate on the types of products examined.


Influence of the air speed on the couscous drying kinetics:

The air speed plays an important role on the one drying kinetics; 2 and 3 m / s:

Phase I, air heat used primarily to heat the product, evaporation increases gradually. The kinetics of drying is accelerated to 3 m / s (Figure 5).

Phase II, increasing the speed of the drying air to strongly acts on the drying time of the constant speed phase. The bearing of drying speed 3 m / s is located 0.11 g water / kg ms.s and 1 and 2 m / s bearings are respectively water to 0.08 kg / kg ms.s water and 0.10 kg / kg ms.s, this second phase lasts long enough for the drying rate at 1 m / s (120 minutes).

During the third phase drying couscous, is removed from the bound water. The water flow is much lower during the second phase of drying. In addition, the air speed has practically no influence on the drying kinetics, as long as it is sufficient to drain water because the migration front then headed to the couscous interior (Kapseu C, 1999 ). Note that the phenomena of browning (Maillard reactions) are accentuated when drying at 3 m / s. Couscous we dried in the open air at the rate of between 0 to 0.1 m / s shows no brown color while the drying couscous the air velocity of 3 m / s and temperatures of 40 and 55 ° C shows a brown color which is more accentuated dried at 55 ° C at a rate of 3 m / s. Couscous drying at 40 ° C and the air velocity of 1 m / s gives the best quality of the product (Ba M, 2008). These results are consistent with the work (Bimbenet JJ, 1984 and Lasseran JC, 1972)

CONCLUSION

This work allowed us to show that couscous behaves like most food products. Drying is done in three phases:
- Warm-up phase;
- Constant speed drying phase;
- Heating phase products.

The existence of these phases shows that couscous is rich in water and that it can be stored at room temperature if dried.

The quality of the product from drying depends on the knowledge and mastery of these three phases. It is imperative that the drying is done with proper monitoring of the evolution of the temperature of the products during the couscous warm-up phase.

During this last phase, there is a very rapid rise in temperature which causes degradation couscous and brown color due to Maillard reactions. Drying the last amounts of water to bring the couscous low final moisture content is energetically very costly with negative consequences on the quality of the dried product. However, modulation of the temperature of the hot air is possible depending on the level of drying of the product. While the couscous is drying phase at constant speed, it can withstand high temperatures. At low air speed (slow drying), higher drying temperatures can be used. Thus, drying in the air velocity of 1 m / s seems to be better adapted to the temperature of 40 ° C.

This study showed that the slow drying is better suited to the couscous fast drying and browning is more pronounced at the speed of 3 m / s and 55 ° C.
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